Let / and g be functions analytic on the unit disk and let || • || denote the Bergman norm. Conditions are identified under which there exists an absolute constant c , with 0 < c < 1 , such that the relationship \g(z)\ < \f(z)\ (c<\z\<l) will imply ||*|| < ll/H .
Let / and g be analytic on D. We say g is majorized by / on a region /{CD if \g(z)\ < \f(z)\ for all z g R. By the positivity of dm, if g is majorized by / on 0 then certainly (1) llefll < 11/11-What other cases of majorization will imply (1)? In particular, when does majorization on an annulus imply (1)? That is, we investigate the existence of an absolute constant c, with 0 < c < 1 , such that if
In the case that either function is a monomial z" , it has been shown (see [3] ) that (2) implies (3) for any c < l/y/3.
For arbitrary / and g analytic on D, let Zf and Zg denote the zero sets (counting multiplicity) of / and g, respectively. If Zf\Zg is empty, then (2) implies (3) for any c £ (0, 1), by the classical maximum principle.
Furthermore, it is known (see [1] ) that when Zg\Zj is empty (2) will again imply (3) for c< \/(2e2).
We seek conditions under which majorization on an annulus of inner radius c £ (0, 1) will imply (3), without requiring either relative complementary zero set to be empty. We will show that such a c exists when Zg\Zf and Zf\Zg are separated by an annulus.
Preliminary results
First we present some definitions and preliminary facts that will be appealed to throughout this article (see [1, 2] ). Let H°° be the space of all bounded analytic functions on D, with HftlU = sup{|A(z)| \z £ D}. Proof. By Corollary 1, we have for each k that |z|^* -< Bak where Bk = (1 + |flfc|)/(l -\ak\). Since Bk < ([Bk] + 1), we have (6) zW^<Bak.
Since both sides of (6) are in H°° , we can apply Property 2 for k -1, ... , N, which yields |z|^ -< B . This proves the corollary. □ Proposition 2 (see [1] ). Suppose G £ H°°, ||G||oo < I, and G(z) ^ 0 for all z£B. If \G(0)\ < e~2y for y>0, then G ■< \z\*. Proof. We have
where dp is a positive Borel measure on dB, with p(dD) = -log \G(0)\ > 2y, and |a.| = 1. Let n = p(dB). Using the generalized arithmetic-geometric mean inequality combined with the Fubini Theorem and (5), we obtain for all h £ A2
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